Learn About Our Programs
The Binkeez for Comfort organization thoughtfully
and sustainably supports patients and their families
at a growing number of leading Children’s Hospitals
throughout the United States. These hospitals consistently
tell us that our blankets have a positive, cascading impact.
The initial warmth and comfort can lead to more rest and
less stress, which in turn can lead to a more positive
outcome. Child life specialists refer to these kinds of
reactions as “clinical benefits”. Children’s Hospitals have
accredited Binkeez not only for the serenity provided by
our blankets, but also because the fabrics we use are
certified, made in a safe, exposure-free environment and
sealed in hospital approved packaging. Beyond these
important accreditations, hospitals view us a trusted
partner — a partner who is reliably compliant with
guidelines, regulations and protocols.
Binkeez for Comfort has the humbling privilege of
positively effecting the lives of thousands of children
facing life threatening illnesses. Our outreach creates
meaningful connections that inspire us to continue the
mission of assisting and supporting children facing the
unthinkable. We honor and thank the families of these
children by memorializing a blanket in the child’s name
under our “inspirations program”. The blanket is unique
because it is made from a new, previously unused pattern.
Beyond blankets, our mindful organization is dedicated
to the deliberate, thoughtful giving of acts of love to our
families enduring the loss of child.
The Angles Among Us program is a humble and earnest
expression of our heartfelt sympathy acknowledging the
passing of each precious child. In 2019 we are proud to
have created a Community Comfort Program where
Binkeez for Comfort blankets are donated to those in
need in our community in Central, MA.

For More Information Visit

www.binkeezforcomfort.org
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Mission Statement
Binkeez for Comfort is a Guidestar
Platinum-accredited 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization. The Binkeez mission is to provide
blankets to babies and children struggling to
survive life-threatening illnesses, acute
developmental and neurological disorders and
severe burns, all the while offering support to
parents, siblings and caregivers.

Financial Impact
Security, safety and health is woven into a
child’s medical journey the moment they
receive and touch a Binkeez for Comfort
2019 Financial Impact Summary.
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Meet Drayden

“At 3 months old, Drayden started his brave journey as a
superhero as a shaken baby survivor! Drayden was adopted
in to his forever family in June of 2016. He fights bravely
each day with many health complications from his abusive
head trauma, but he doesn’t let that stop him! Along with
Cerebral Palsy, Drayden fights chronic lung and airway
issues, epilepsy, and more. Some of his favorite things
to do are cuddle, be read to, be outside (in the warmer
months), swim, and spend time with his family. Drayden
adores Moana and is also a huge Batman fan. He has a
communication device he uses, but he usually prefers to
talk with his eyes, as it’s quicker. Drayden is smart, funny,
and such a joy to be around. His smile is infectious and will
light up an entire room! Drayden was blessed with his first
Binkeez in 2018 and he loved the soft and cozy feeling of it.
That blanket quickly became a favorite and came
everywhere with us. We were then blessed with a second
one, and now they both come everywhere with us! Due to
his medical complexities he sees many doctors and is
inpatient frequently. With the love from Binkeez wrapping
him tight, he always feels better and happier during it all!
There has never been a blanket he has loved more than his
Binkeez blankets. He gets so many compliments on them,
which gives us the pleasure to spread the word about the
love Binkeez has! Thank you all, team Binkeez, for your
love and support near and far!” — Charlene, Drayden’s Mom
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Illnesses

(as shared with our organization)

Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children's Hospital of Chicago
Barbara Bush Children’s Hospital at Maine Medical Center
Baystate Medical Center
Boston Children’s Hospital
Boston Medical Center
Candlelighters NYC
Children's Hospital of Colorado
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Children’s of Seattle
Connecticut Children’s Medical Center
Cottage Children’s Medical Center – Cottage Health
Diamond Children’s Medical Center – Banner Health
Emilio Nares Foundation
Floating Hospital for Children in Boston
Geisinger Janet Weis Children’s Hospital
Hale Center for Families
Hasbro Children’s Hospital
Jeff Gordon Children's Hospital
Kaiser Permanente Santa Clara Medical Center
Kravis Children’s Hospital – Mount Sinai
Marshfield Children's Hospital
MassGeneral Hospital for Children
Memorial Hermann
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
Mount Sinai Hospital Neonatal Intensive Care (NICU)
New York-Presbyterian
Phoenix Children’s Hospital – Oncology Floor
Providence St. Vincent Medical Center
St. Christopher Hospital for Children
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
St. Peter’s University Hospital
Stanford Children’s Health – Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital
Texas Children’s Hospital
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
UMass Memorial Medical Center
UMass Memorial Medical Center (NICU)
University of Iowa Hospitals
University of Vermont Medical Center
Ventura County Medical Center
WVU Medicine Children's
Yale New Haven Hospital

Your Donations at Work

7,615+

Children Comforted
in 2019

4,975+

Binkeez sent to
partnering hospitals

1,735+

Individual Binkeez
requests

210+

Angels honored and
remembered

Community and Hospital Donors
Shannon Fabrics
Because of Hazel and Larkin
Because of Tyler and Alex
Black Family Charitable Trust
Clay Buchholz Foundation
Coats Thread
Joy in Childhood Foundation
Kevin Prefer
Kylie Rowand Foundation
Megan L Cordeiro
Memorial Foundation
OLFA Creates

Rainville Marshall Arts
Rand-Whitney
Sammy's Superheroes
S&P Global Foundation
Schmetz
Stephanie Audette Design
Team Lilly Foundation
Team Parker for Life
The Carter Bucciero
HUGS Program
The New England Revolution
The Portas Family Foundation
The Sexton Family
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